Laser magnetic resonance spectra have been measured for four rotational transitions and one spin-changing transition in the 'I7 ground state of CF, generated in an intracavity methane-fluorine flame. From a detailed analysis of the &man hyperfine structure of the J = 9/2+11/2 transition in the 0 = 3/2 spin component the hyperfine constants h , b , and d as well as B o and q,, have been determined. Using these fitted parameters in conjunction with ab initio results, the values of ( l / r 3 > , ((3 ws28 -l)/r3>, I+h2(O)I, and ((sin2B)/r3>, averaged over the unpaired electron distribution, have been determined. Comparison of these integrals with those of the fluorine atom indicates that the unpaired electron has approximately 18% F character, implying a substantial degree of double bonding.
INTRODUCTION
The carbon-containing diatomics CH, CN, CO, CS, and CC1, recently have been studied by pure rotational spectroscopic techniques. Such experiments have provided precise information on the electronic structure and bonding in these simple molecules. Notably missing from the list is CF, the simplest fluorocarbon. In order to understand more generally the electronic properties of carbon-containing diatomics, we have studied the pure rotational spectrum of CF by the technique of far-infrared laser magnetic resonance.
transitions by Andrews and Barrow' in 1950, electronic spectra of C F have been studied by several techniques, including flash photolysis, shock tube excitation, thermal decomposition, electrical discharges, ' and flame techniques. This work has revealed a complex structure of excited electronic states dominated by avoided crossings and heterogeneous perturbations. Recent theoretical efforts have succeeded fairly well in producing a qualitative understanding of the excited state structure, but the agreement with experimental measurements is far from precise. Aside from electronic spectroscopy, four experiments have been carried out on the ground X 'TI state of CF. Jacox and Milligan* detected the infrared spectrum in cryogenic matrices in 1969. Carrington and Howard' observed the EPR spectrum of J = 3 / 2 and J = 5/2 levels of the SZ =3/2 spin component in a fluorine atom-hydrocarbon flame. Saykally and Evenson" reported measurement of several pure rotational transitions of C F in a fluorine atommethane flame for both $? =3/2 and ~2 = 1/2 states, as well as transitions thought to occur between spin states. Most recently, Kawaguchi et al. li have reported observing C F vibrational and rotational spectra in ac discharges of C2F4 and CF, using diode lasers and micro- The LMR spectrometer used in this work at NBSBoulder is diagrammed in Fig. 2 . It consists of a f a rinfrared gain cell pumped transversely by a cw grating and piezoelectrically tuned COz laser with a power output near 30 W on a single line, and an intracavity sample region, which is located between the pole faces of a 3. The l a s e r magnetic resonance spectrum of X211112 CF, J=11/2-13/2 using the 556.9 p m l a s e r line of C Q I pumped by the 1 0 P(36) line of C g . The fluorine atom-methane flame composition was 0.1% CH.,/l.6% F2/98.3% He.
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37.5 cm electromagnet capable of reaching fields of 2.0 T. The gain cell and sample region are separated by a rotatable polypropylene beam splitter, which also determines the polarization (a or n) of the laser electric field relative to the static magnetic field. Fluorine atoms, produced in a 2450 MHz discharge through a dilute (< 1%) mixture of Fz in He, flow down the inner tube of a concentric flow reactor extending to the perimeter of the laser cavity and mix with CH,, added through the outer tube, producing a bright, white flame in the homogeneous field region of the sample cavity. As a transition in C F is tuned into resonance with the FIR laser frequency, the total power oscillating inside the cavity changes and is modulated at 5 kHz by a set of Helmholtz coils. The output of the laser is coupled into a helium-cooled germanium bolometer by a 45" cylindrical mirror 6 mm in diameter, which is inserted optimum distance into the mode pattern. The output of the detector is preamplified and fed into a lock-in amplifier. The demodulated output signal, observed on an xy plotter, approximates the first-derivative of the absorption spectrum as a function of magnetic flux density.
The optimum fluorine atom-methane flame composition for the production of C F radicals was determined to be about 0.1% CH,/l. 6% F2/98. 3% He at total press u r e s near 133 Pa (133 P a = l Torr). This is considerably richer in fluorine atoms than the optimum flames used to generate CH' o r CHZi5 spectra, and is slightly richer than that used for production of carbon atomsi6 in the same system.
The transitions observed in this study and the FIR laser lines used to detect them are listed in Table I .
Frequencies of the laser lines were taken from the tables of Knight" and are considered accurate to f 5 X lo-'. Magnetic flux densities were measured with an NMR gaussmeter. Most lines below 1.5 T were measured with an accuracy of 3XlO-, T, while those at higher flux densities were accurate to f 5 x T. The signs of the tunabilities (aH/Bv) of observed transitions were determined by either red-o r blue-shifting the FIR laser frequency by changing the cavity length and observing the corresponding change in the flux density.
The observed spectra are shown in Figs. 3-7. These doublets. By obtaining a detailed analysis of this transition, we sought to make some progress with the others.
THEORY
In order to predict, analyze, and interpret laser magnetic resonance rotational spectra of a precision equal to that of experimental measurements, we have written a computer program based on the effective Hamiltonian approach of Brown et al., which is discussed in detail in Eq. (19). Briefly, the total effective Hamiltonian has the form states with
Heii =Hso +HROT +HCD +HLD +HHFS + H z -
Here, H,, is the spin-orbit term; H,,, gives the nuclear rotational energy; H,, is the centrifugal distortion terms; H,, represents the Lambda-doubling; and H Z is the Zeeman term. Hund's case (a) notation is used for the explicit forms of these various contributions. The spin-orbit Hamiltonian is simply:
where A is the spin-orbit constant. The rotational contribution is
where R = J -L -S and B is the rotational constant.
Centrifugal distortion is given by
where only the quartic centrifugal distortion constant is used. The lambda-doubling t e r m is
where p and q a r e the lambda-doubling parameters and $ is the electron orbital azimuthal coordinate. The nuclear hyperfine contribution is 
The Zeeman Hamiltonian has the explicit form where g, is the electron spin g factor, corrected for relativistic effects; g ; is the electron orbital g factor, also corrected for relativistic effects; g, is the rotational g factor; g, represents the anisotropic corrections to the electron spin g factor; and gN is the nuclear spin g factor. Also, p B is the Bohr magneton; p N is the nuclear magneton; and B o is the magnetic flux density.
operating on a Hund's case (a) decoupled basis set, a r e given explicitly by Brown et a1. " for OH and are not listed here. By adopting Brown's use of parity as a good quantum number, the following expression, which was used in the actual computer programming of the matrix elements, is produced:
The matrix elements, resulting from this Hamiltonian
Here, s refers to C states and is even o r odd depending on whether the state is C' o r E-. The second t e r m in the above expression will be nonzero only for t e r m s in the effective Hamiltonian, where q has the values f 1 . This includes the lambda-doubling term and the part of the hyperfine term which involves the constant d (hyperfine doubling). n'
g',=g, +Ai?, 9
The g factors have the following definitions:
where the second term is the anisotropic orbital correction factor;
where g; is the electronic contribution to the rotational g factor;
a -r i n'A'
Finally, we have
ASSIGNMENT AND ANALYSIS OF THE 635.4 pm SPECTRUM
As we have noted before, 2i most of the general features of an LMR pure rotational spectrum can be predicted from simple first-order expressions for the Zeeman and hyperfine perturbations. This situation, however, does not apply to transitions between states with very small g factors or to transitions which decouple easily in a magnetic field. In these cases, more sophisticated techniques must be applied. In the case of the 635.4 p m spectrum, such a simple treatment led to the assignments given in Table 11. A nonlinear least-squares fit of the 64 LMR and EPR transition frequencies at th., observed flux densities was performed. The transition frequencies were determined by diagonalizing a 12x12 matrix for each M , and parity at every magnetic flux density observed, including t e r m s off-diagonal in J by one unit, The EPR and LMR transitions were weighted equally, but transitions occurring at flux densities exceeding 1.8 T were weighted by 1/400 since these could not be measured accurately. Three iterations resulted in convergence of nearly all transitions to within experimental e r r o r of the observed frequencies, as shown in Table 11 . The values of the parameters determined in the analysis and their correlation matrix are given in Table 111 , compared with results from previous studies.
From the combination of LMR and EPR data, the set of constants Bo, qo, h,, bo, and d o was determined. Initial values for these constants, as well as for others held fixed in the fit, were obtained from EPR data, optical and infrared spectra, o r were calculated. Carrington and Howard's' hyperfine constants were used while the spin-orbit and rotational constants were taken from Porter, Mann, and Acquista's optical results. The centrifugal distortion t e r m and lambda-doubling parameter Po were taken from Kawaguchi et al. The g factors used in the Zeeman t e r m of the Hamiltonian and given in Table IV The value of Ag, w a s also determined to be about lo-' and therefore was not included in g; .
The final result is
In determining g,., both nuclear and electronic contributions must be calculated. The nuclear part isz4 summed over the number of nuclei a . 
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-3/2 -3/2 -5/2 -5/2 9/2 9 /2 9/2 9/2 7 /2 7 /2 7/2 7/2 5 /2 5/2 5 /2 5/2 3 /2 3 /2 3/2 3 /2 7 /2 7/2 7 /2 7/2 5 /2 5 /2 5 /2 5/2 3 /2 3 /2 3 /2 3 /2 11/2 11/2 11/2 11/2 1/2 1/2 1 /2 1 /2 9/2 9/2 9/2 9/2 -1/2 Here, m is the m a s s of electron; I is the moment of inertia; 2, is the nuclear charge; r, is the distance from center of m a s s to nucleus a ; and n denotes an electronic state. Assuming only diagonal matrix elements, gf: =2.7x1Om4. In order to calculate g", we used Eq. (13) and assumed van Vleck's hypothesis of pure precession.
Since, for a 'rI state an adjacent 2C state will give the largest interaction, g;=2BkL + g W 2 , -E2,)-'
This gives g;=6.6X10-5 which then yields g,=2.0 x 10". To calculate g,, Eq. (14) was used and again pure precession was invoked. This gave g, = -1.81
x Finally for gs, only a relativistic correction was made to the free electron value according to g, = g,(free electron) +g,(free electron)(6gl),,. This gave g,=2.00196.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From quoted e r r o r limits. In their experiment they were limited by sampling only the J = 3/2 and J = 5/2 rotational states, which couple approximately according to case (a). In a pure case (a) state only the axial hyperfine interaction a + 1/2 ( b + c ) can be measured in an EPR experiment. In the case of CF the nonaxial hyperfine component (b) was sampled indirectly through the rotational mixing of 51 = 1/2 wave functions with the ! 2 =3/2 levels, which is rather small for the l o w 4 states observed. Consequently, the value of b derived from EPR measurements was not well determined. Since our analysis includes the J = 9/2 and J = 11/2 states, as well as Carrington and Howard's EPR measurements, we determine this interaction more precisely.
Carrington and Howard' were able to make some interesting qualitative deductions from their data regarding the hybridization in C F and the s and p character of the molecular orbitals containing the unpaired electron, but these arguments were based on necessarily crude The agreement between our calculated value of a and the theoretical result indicates that the RHF calculation of a and c are reliable to about 10%. Therefore, we obtain as the present best estimates of the individual hyperfine t e r m s our values in Table V . We return our experimental value of d even though it is not determined well. If one assumes that value of (l/$) is the same for both the spin and orbital parts of the hyperfine interaction, then the following relation holds: with results calculated in the pure precession approximation to yield some insights into the electronic structure of CF. From the definition of p given in Eq. (14) and the pure precession results Kawaguchi's value of 2 5 7 . 2 MHz for p can be combined
we obtain the simple expression This leads to the conclusion that pure precession does not hold for CF. This is not surprising since Mulliken and Christy" pointed out and Hinkley et al. '' calculated that pure precession will only work well for molecules which approach the united atom limit; that is, A is determined by a single electron o r a single hole. For example, in OH pure precession describes the A doubling quite well. For a molecule such as NO, this is not at all true. Pure precession fails to describe the A doubling correctly and the contributions from all C states must be included. In order to calculate p for CF correctly, then, all C states must be included, which is not practical since they are not all well characterized.
Finally, we shall discuss the information on the electronic structure of CF provided by the hyperfine analysis. The set of hyperfine constants in Table V was used to calculate the respective integrals over the unpaired electron density. In Table VI these integrals are compared with those in NO. 25 Generally, there is a decrease of 30%-7@0 in all of the C F averages relative to the NO values. In NO the 2017 molecular orbital of the unpaired electron is approximately 65% N in character, indicating that in C F both the contact interaction and the value of (l/r3) for the fluorine nucleus should be smaller than for N in NO on the basis of the electron distribution.
Indeed, q2(0) for fluorine in CF has a value which is lower than that for nitrogen in NO and is a factor of two smaller than that in the fluorine atom.'* This implies a significant amount of configuration mixing in the 2n antibonding orbital and indicates that a substantial re- arrangement of the fluorine electron density has occurred. The value of (l/r3) for the fluorine atom is 51.2 X loz4 ~m -~, If we represent the 2pn* orbital as whereas for CF it is 9. 40X102* ~m -~. 
we find that ai = 0.18 and thus aF = 0.43 and a, = 0.91.
Therefore, the unpaired electron can be viewed as spending about 18% of the time on fluorine. This is consistent with the Lewis structures :e-= 'F and c--+F:
being admixed with the principal C-F: configuration.
It is interesting to note that the CF dipole moment measured by Carrington and Howardg (0.65 * 0.05) has been shown theoretically to correspond to the polarity C'F*, 26 in Spite of the fact that the C F single bond is considered to be the most polar of any bond of carbon with a nonmetal having 44% ionic character on the basis of electronegativity argumeats, 2 9 with C'F-polarity. bond length (1.2718 A) and bond energy (130.4 k~a l )~' in the C F radical are indicative of substantial double bond charact:r, compared to the average CF single bond length (1.38 A) and energy (105.4 kcal). 31 Furthermore, the hyperfine structure reflects the delocalization of the antibonding 277 orbital over both atoms. All of these features can be qualitatively rationalized from the generalized valence bond molecular orbital calculations of Dunning et al. They show that the carbon 2pn bonding orbital is almost equally distributed between carbon and fluorine; the fluorine 2pn (177) orbitals have delocalized onto carbon, and the carbon 2p77 (277) orbital has acquired substantial antibonding character. The carbon 2s (3a) lobe functions, which contain the nonbonding electron pair, have rotated away from the fluorine atom. The combination of the 3 a carbon electrons being highly polarized and the back donation of electron density to the fluorine atom through the pi bonding overcomes the intrinsic C-F bond polarity and causes the observed dipole moment. A similar mechanism operates in the ground state of CO, in which the 50 electrons localized on carbon cancel the CO bond polarity causing the very small dipole moment. 32 Both the SUMMARY From a detailed analysis of the Zeeman hyperfine structure of the J = 9/2 -11/2 transition in the 0 = 3/2 spin component of the 2n ground state of CF, we have determined the hyperfine constants k , b , and d as well as B o and qo. Using these fitted hyperfine constants and an ab initio calculation of c the spin-spin dipolar interaction we have determined the other hyperfine parameters a and b,. From these we have determined the values of averaged over the unpaired electron distribution. By comparing these integrals with those of the fluorine atom, we find that the unpaired electron has approximately 18% F character, indicating a substantial degree of double bonding, in agreement with the measured bond length and bond energy and the previous work of Carrington and Howard. In future work, we will use the results presented here to help assign the observed cross-spin LMR transitions and to predict additional similar transitions, which will then yield a precise measurement of the spin-orbit coupling constant, as well as a more complete determination of the groundstate molecular parameters.
